
MAP ASSIGNMENT: US IMMIGRATION PATTERNS AS OF 1900

Your map is due at the beginning of class on .lf you work on it
ofter the bell on thot dote, it will be counted late, regardless of how little you octuolly wrote. Don't be that

Person' 
255

You'll need a blue or black pen, six different colored pencils, a calculator, & the map on pg. l$in your

textbookto complete the assignment. You willalso need an online atlas to find the locations of San Francisco

Bay and New York City if you do not already know where they are.

A.USING BLACK OR DARK BLUE INK (part of grade), write the title of the map in the designated space at the
top of the page: US IMMIGRATION POPULATIONS AS OF 1900

B. USING BLACK OR DARK BLUE INK (also part of grade), construct a legend that includes the information

exactly as written below. Use a different color of colored pencil (not ink, marker, crayon, patterns, etc.)to
shade the box for each category.

1. 100,000-199,999

2. 200,000-299,999

3. 300,000-399,999

4. 400,000-699,999

5. 700,000-999,999

6. L million +

C. Choose a symbol, such as a star, to indicate the immigrant processing stations at Ellis lsland and Angel

lsland. USING BLACK OR DARK BLUE INK (also part of grade), draw that symbol in the seventh box in the

legend, & write immigront processing stotions on the line next to it.

D. On the map, draw the symbol you chose to represent immigrant processing stations in the locations of Ellis

lsland and Angel lsland, and use black or dark blue ink to label each on the map.

E. USING BLACK OR DARK BLUE lNK, write on the map the name of each state having significant immigrant
populations in 1900: California, lllinois, Ohio, Massachusetts, New York, Pennsylvania, Texas, & Wisconsin

Spelling & capitalization count. Don't abbreviate.

F. Using the information on pg. 255, add up the number of immigrants each state had in 1900, and use colored

pencilto shade accordingly. For example, California had 209,000 immigrants, so color it whatever shade you

are using for 200,000-299,999 immigrants. HINT: You may wish to write each state's total immigrant

population in the directions for part B first. Do not use morker, highlighter, croyon, etc. or draw patterns

instead of using colored pencil.
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